
Constancy, consistency, conformity and 

steadiness are all words that are related to 

uniformity. We take pride in uniformity. 
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UNIFORM GUIDE  
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 Boys and Girls 

 JMS Pre-Primary Blue T-shirt  

       Royal blue T-shirt (short sleeves) with JMS badge.            

       Available at JMS 

 Shoes 

       Any comfortable shoes of  your choice 

 Trousers/Shorts/Skirts 

       The choice is yours 

 Hat 

       Essential, the choice of hat is entirely up to you  

 

PRE-PRIMARY SUMMER UNIFORM  



 Boys and Girls 

 JMS Pre-Primary Blue T-shirt  

       Royal blue T-shirt (short sleeves) with JMS badge. Available at JMS 

 JMS Fleece Sweater 

       For cold days, royal blue sweater with JMS badge. Available at JMS 

 Hat 

       Essential, the choice of hat is entirely up to you  

 Shoes 

       Any comfortable shoes of  your choice 

 Trousers/Shorts/Skirts 

       The choice is yours 

 

PRE-PRIMARY WINTER UNIFORM  



 Boys and Girls 
 P.E Shorts/Skorts 

       JMS royal blue with JMS badge 

 P.E Shirt  

       P.E shirts with JMS badge  

 Takkies & Socks 

       White lace-up or valcro takkies and short white   

       socks 

 Royal Blue Hat 

       Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

 Royal Blue Jersey 

       Permitted over the P.E shirt on very cold days  

       (jersey must have JMS badge) 

TRANSITION —Summer Uniform 



 

Boys and Girls 

TRANSITION —Winter Uniform 

 Tracksuits  

       JMS royal blue tracksuit bottom and top  

       with JMS badge 

 P.E Shirts 

        P.E shirt with JMS badge goes under the   

        tracksuit top 

 Takkies & Socks 

        Predominantly white lace-up or valcro    

        takkies and short white socks 

 Royal Blue Hat 

       Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

 Royal Blue Jersey 

       Permitted over the PE shirt but under the    

       tracksuit top 

* Note that the Transition pupils wear the 

same tracksuit top and bottom as the stand-

ards one to seven pupils. 



Girls 

STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—Summer Uniform 

 Dress 

       Royal blue and white check with JMS badge 

 Short White Socks  

       Plain white ankle socks 

 Black Shoes 

       Buckle or valcro black shoes 

 Royal Blue Hat 

       Royal blue  hat with JMS badge 

 Royal Blue Jersey  

       Permitted over the school dress on cold days with  

       JMS badge 

 

 



Boys 

 Shirt and Pants 

       Matching khakhi shirts and pants with JMS badge 

 Black Shoes 

       Lace-up or valcro 

 Socks 

       Long grey socks to be worn 

 Royal Blue Hat 

       Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

 Royal Blue Jersey  

       Permitted over the khakhi shirts on cold days with     

       JMS badge 

 

 

STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—Summer Uniform 



STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—Winter Uniform 

Boys and Girls 

* The tracksuit top and bottom is also used by children in Transition 

 Tracksuits  

       JMS royal blue tracksuit bottom and top  

       with JMS badge 

 P.E Shirts 

        P.E shirt with JMS badge goes under the   

        tracksuit top 

 Takkies & Socks 

        Predominantly white lace-up or valcro    

        takkies and short white socks 

 Royal Blue Hat 

       Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

 Royal Blue Jersey 

       Permitted over the PE shirt but under the    

       tracksuit top  



1 

2 

Royal blue shorts/skorts with JMS 

badge 

JMS P.E shirt with JMS badge 

Athletics 

STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—P.E and Afternoon Activities 

The regulation school uniform, P.E kit or tracksuit may also be worn to afternoon activities, including athletics where appropriate.   

Hats should be worn at all times.  

 

3 Ankle white socks  for athletics 

 

 

4 Royal blue hat with JMS badge 



Netball 

1 

2 

Royal blue shorts/skorts with JMS 

badge 

JMS P.E shirt with JMS badge 

Soccer 

STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—P.E and Afternoon Activities 

 

 

3 Socks (See the Afternoon Activities Timetable for 

individual sporting code) 

4 Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

5 Predominantly white takkies for netball 

and U9 soccer boys. Soccer boots permitted 

for U11 & U13 soccer boys 



STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—P.E and Afternoon Activities 

 
Tennis  Cricket 

1 

2 

Royal blue shorts/skorts with JMS 

badge 

P.E shirt with JMS badge 

3 
Socks 

 Ankle white socks for tennis 

 Plain white long socks for cricket practice and matches 

4 Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

5 
Takkies 

Predominantly white takkies for cricket and tennis 



STANDARD ONE to SEVEN—P.E and Afternoon Activities 

Softball Hockey 

1 

2 

Royal blue shorts/skorts with JMS badge  

JMS P.E shirt with JMS badge 

3 
Socks 

 Plain white ankle socks for hockey and softball practice 

 Long blue socks for matches  

4 Royal blue hat 

Royal blue hat with JMS badge 

5 
Takkies 

Predominantly white takkies 



TRANSITION to STANDARD SEVEN—Swim Wear 
P.E shorts and skorts to be worn over the swimming costume going to and coming from swimming lessons, and is 

acceptable when leaving the school grounds provided that the pupil is wearing their hats and slops. A separate swim-

ming bag  and towel is required.  

Boys and Girls 

1 

3 

Costume 

JMS royal blue costume 

Swimming Cap 

Determined by the sport houses.  

Tati House—Red cap 

Shashe House—Yellow cap  

Ntshe House—Blue cap 

2 

Slops 

Any slops may be used 

4 Sun block 

30 spf and above is advisable  



2 

3 

4 
Swimming Caps 

JMS purple swimming cap 

Costume 

JMS purple and navy blue costume 
Slops 

Any slops may be used 

Sun block 

30 spf and above is advisable  

School Swimming Squad Team—Swim Wear 

Boys and Girls 

1 



Please ensure that all uniforms are clearly marked as the pupils are inclined to lose and muddle uni-
forms up after dressing for swimming. This will enable us to return uniforms to their rightful own-
ers. 

Pupils not wearing the correct uniform/kit will not be permitted to attend afternoon activities or 
partake in matches, festivals or tournaments. Wearing the correct uniform also helps instill good 
discipline amongst our children. Consistency also helps to alleviate confusion amongst our children. 
Parents are requested to please assist the school at all times, by ensuring that their children wear the 
correct clothing to school, at school, leaving school and out and about in town. 

Thank you for going through our uniform guide. 
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